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ABSTRACT
An ubiquitous problem of building performance
simulation (BPS) – and the use of digital technology
in general – is finding a method for archiving and
documenting simulation results from different
projects as well as from different design alternatives
within the same project. In order to address the
problem of data accessibility and organization, this
paper proposes an advanced results filtering,
organizing and displaying program that is capable of
extracting key simulation information from dozens
of previous projects and project variants. A prototype
has been developed for DIVA-for-Rhino, a
daylighting and energy analysis plug-in for the
Rhinoceros CAD environment.

INTRODUCTION
Building Performance Simulation (BPS) software has
been in use for over two decades (Kusuda 1985). The
Building Performance discipline has been constantly
evolving with the continuous development of
scientifically validated BPS tools (Attia, 2010). Due
to the availability of a wide variety of simulation
tools, coupled with the encouragement to use
simulations by green building rating systems, such as
the US Green Building Council’s LEED system
(USGBC 2009), employment of simulation
technologies for analyzing design spaces is becoming
ubiquitous among both design practitioners (Galasiu
and Reinhart 2007) and the student fraternity.
Despite the availability of user friendly Graphical
User Interfaces that enable the navigation of complex
simulation environments with relative ease, there
seems to remain a need for an interface, which can
automate the process of synthesizing the large
quantities of simulation
results generated for
multiple projects and/or design variants. Reviewing
large data sets from building simulations can be a
difficult and tedious process, especially if a program
generates multiple metrics that each evaluate a
different design aspect, e.g. a dashboard. Part of the
difficulty of comparing results from multiple variants
within a program, let alone across different projects,
is that there are no generally acknowledged
frameworks or guidelines suggesting which design
changes require renaming of a project file and what
the naming structure should be. This paper
accordingly proposes a set of guidelines that outline

the instances when a computer-based design
exploration should be called a new ‘simulation
variant’ and how the resulting files should be named.
Specific questions asked are:
x

What changes in design and/or simulation
parameters warrant the creation of a new
simulation variant?

x

How could the different simulation results
files be named so as to differentiate between
different design performance metrics?

x

Would the development of frameworks for
the above mentioned issues allow the
creation of an automated, interface
independent tool for sorting, analysing and
archiving simulation results?

Following this, a Processing TM based prototype of an
interactive data filtering and visualization tool has
been developed for DIVA-for-Rhino. This platform
was chosen for the prototype development because of
its integration of several different simulation
environments under a single user interface and its
ability to automate file naming processes. The tool
was further tested on a case study project comprised
of thirty design variants for high performance static
shadings systems made out of ceramics (King et al.
2011).
Based on the findings of this case study, this paper
concludes with the outline of a framework that would
help firms to effectively access and utilize the
substantial data resources available at their disposal
and convert them into value for future projects.

NEED IDENTIFICATION
Based on a literature review on the ‘Usability and
Graphical visualization’ of the BPS interfaces, it has
been deduced that there are three important reasons
that suggest the need to develop an automated
interactive data visualization interface for BPS tools:
Inability to comprehend simulation data
The primary reason for the development of such an
interface is the current difficulty in interacting with
simulation results in an easy-to-understand, visual
graphic format. Running accurate building
performance analyses is not useful unless one is able
to comprehend the results of the analyses quickly.
This is backed by statistics from a survey conducted
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by Attia (Attia, 2010) in which 23% of the 445
architects and 26% out of 453 engineers ranked
graphical representation of output results as their top
priority for user interfaces for BPS. This clearly
indicates that there is an urgent need for interfaces
that visualize and present simulation data more
effectively.
Inability to compare multiple design variants
From the survey conducted on the ranking criteria for
architects and engineers concerning the ‘Information
Management’ of BPS interfaces, it has been noted
that the most important criteria for participating
architects was the ability to create comparative
reports for multiple design alternatives. In contrast,
the engineers chose ‘Quality control of simulation
output’ as their most important criteria. This suggests
that the architects tend to be less concerned about the
absolute accuracy of simulation results, The reason
for this might be that they are typically using BPS
tools earlier in the design process and to evaluate the
relative differences in performances between
multiple design alternatives. Engineers on the other
hand are using simulation tools at a stage in the
project where design decisions are more refined and
when comparisons to base cases according to
ASHRAE 90.1 are being performed.
Inability to compare multiple design projects
The third reason for the need to develop an
automated interactive visualization tool is the current
inability of most programs to compare performances
for multiple projects. This aspect has thus far been
largely neglected by software developers even
though there is a clear value in inter project
comparisons. The reader may for example consider
the potential scenario of a firm working on a new
hospital project. The ability to quickly compare the
performances of their previous hospital projects
would allow them to define effective target values for
new hospital projects. This compassion would
facilitate the ability to develop internal benchmarks
depending on a wide range of criteria – size of
project, location of project, project budget etc,
creating an invaluable database of knowledge for the
firm.

tools output results in multiple file formats. This is of
particular concern since most often the simulation
tools assume that the user is proficient with third
party graphing applications, and hence do not offer
an inbuilt automated visualizations of the data. As a
consequence, the user is forced to navigate and
organize data from a large number of different output
files manually, to be able to draw any useful analysis
of the data. This inherent problem is further
complicated by the fact that in many real world
projects more than one simulation tool is used to
derive a comprehensive performance analysis of a
building design. The result of this data jungle is a
confusing and error prone data visualization process.
It leads to non-standardized modes of data
representation which requires time consuming
explanations in each project about what an architect
or client is actually looking at. Another – arguably
even worse result of this process, is that it becomes
nearly impossible to present or organize the
simulation results in a different way at a future point
in time especially if the person who had originally
worked on the simulations has moved on and
somebody else tries to extract the information.
Current File Naming Practice
There is no obvious solution to the issue of diversity
in the simulation data because the different software
vendors do not output results in an industry standard
database format yet (Crawley, Hand, Kummert and
Griffith, 2005). Coupled with the fact that multiple
simulation tools are being employed, it is inevitable
for the user to navigate different types of files for
data extraction. This means that the onus is currently
on the user to organize project files in a clear manner.
A survey was undertaken by the authors among 25
architectural students in order to understand how they
currently organize and name their project files. The
following naming conventions were encountered:

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PRACTICE
Having indentified several arguments for the
development of an automated simulation results
interface, the authors investigated current data
visualization modes and file managing practices
among practitioners and architectural students.
Visualization of Simulation Results
A comparison of the simulation outputs from twenty
of the most commonly used BPS tools yielded that
there exists considerable diversity in the data that the
different simulation results output (Crawley, Hand,
Kummert, & Griffith, July 2005). Crawley et al.
further observed that the majority of the investigated
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x

Based on the time stamps when a file was
generated – Jpegs 5PM, Jpegs 335PM,
Jpegs 441PM

x

Based on the date stamps when the file was
generated – file 19nov, file 20nov, file
21nov

x

Based on the repeated use of the keyword
“final” e.g.: Final file, finally final file, final
final 16nov,...

x

Based on instructions to self – Final final
calculations I hope, File with mullions 21st
may

x

Based
on
number
Candlestick10,
Candlestick14

x

Based on alphabetical increments – Site 4aa,
Site 4ab

x

Random names – Neelima smells

increments
–
Candlestick13,
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These results clearly show that currently used file
naming practices are redudant (date and time stamps
already come with a file) and make it basically
impossible to extract useful data by other parties or
even by the students themselves after a few weeks. In
fact, for all of the examples shown above, the
students were reportedly unable to recollect the
information contained in the different files, just by
looking at the file names, even when most of these
files were created within the last 3 months. Large
firms with high turnover rate for energy modellers
implies that a lot of simulation data is effectively lost
as soon as a project is completed. When the original
creator himself or herself is unable to recognize the
files after a period of three months or less, it is
unreasonable to expect a new user working on the
same project to be able to navigate the existing data.

DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES FOR
FILE MANAGEMENT AND NAMING
Having established the ‘problem’, this section
suggests guidelines to arrange simulation data
making it more accessible for effective analysis
within a project as well as when the project is
complete. Due to the availability of a wide variety of
file formats and BPS simulation environments, the
authors decided to develop a file naming and
management systems for an environment with which
the authors were very familiar. The platform chosen
was DIVA-for-Rhino, a Radiance based daylighting
and energy analysis program for the Rhinoceros
NURBS modeller (Lagios, Niemas and Reinhart
2011) . DIVA requires a comparably high number of
individual simulation files and yields an array of
different performance metrics that range for images
to false colour plots and numeric data tables. The
concepts developed in this paper should hence be
equally applicable for other BPS environments.
Further, DIVA allowed for automated file naming
processes. This was particularly helpful because
development of frameworks for file naming could be
immediately incorporated into the DIVA interface
and tested for their usability. The different daylight
analyses currently adopted in practice and the various
types of simulation outputs from these processes are
outlined in Figure 1. The diagram mimics the
existing workflow inside DIVA.
The Concept of the Design Variant
The concept of multiple design variants stems from
the notion that often, daylight (and any other types of
BPS) simulations are run to create, compare and
analyze different design alternatives within the same
project. Key parameters that govern a daylight
analysis are listed below:
x

Sky conditions

x

Solar date and time

x

Scene geometry

x

Material properties

x

Target illuminance levels

x

Occupancy schedules

Figure 1: Existing workflow inside DIVA-for-Rhino
While changes to any of these parameters would
warrant a re-run of the respective analyses, it is
suggested here that only changes to geometry and
materials merit the creation of a new design variant.
This is important because changes to these two
parameters change the actual outcome of the analysis
of a bulding design, whereas the other parameters are
linked to different ways evaluating a particular
design variant. It has been observed that some of the
surveyed students were already intuitively following
this method. However, there haves been examples of
students renaming their base files when simulations
were run with changes to solar date and time
parameters and to a very small extent, changes to
target Illuminance levels. The authors suspect that
this practice is not caused by a lack of understanding
of what design variants were, but rather a lack of a
framework for file naming nomenclatures, that
guides users to organize their files more
appropriately and that retains the results from all
variants for comparisons later. To sum up, different
design variants should be created when the changes
are limited to the global parameters. For all other
parameter changes, file naming conventions as
detailed in the following sections should be
incorporated.
Inter Variant Analysis
Within a given design variant, Daylight simulation
files can be classified into three categories each of
which should be part of the file name.
Analysis type:
Simulations can be differentiated based on the type
of analyses being run. For a daylighting analysis
these types can be scene visualizations, daylight
factor distributions, node or image based radiation
maps, illuminance distributions, climate based
metrics distributions and glare assessments. In
DIVA, there is currently no distinction being made
between the different kinds of simulations run. For
example, it is not uncommon to notice different
simulation results bearing the same name, for
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instance – “abcde.dat” (daylight factor), “abcde.txt”
(glare), “abcde.tif” (radiance rendered visualization),
where usually “abcde” is the name of the design
variant.
Using the same name for different temporary fields
causes two problems. A manual sorting of result files
becomes impossible when leafing through large
volumes of data since each file has to be physically
opened to be able to identify the types of simulation.
An automated sorting is also rendered inaccurate
since the different simulations do not each yield
results in unique file formats, which is the basis for
the second kind of classification.
Based on output file formats:
x

.HDR, .JPEG, .BMP, .TIFF, .PNG:
Radiance rendered visualizations, Radiation
map (image based), Glare (visualizations)

x

.DAT: Daylight factor, Illuminance values,
Radiation map (node based)

x

.DA: Climate based metrics

x .TXT: Glare
This classification highlights another widespread
problem with currently adopted file naming
processes. When multiple types of simulations output
results in the same file format, the user is not
prompted to rename files differently unless the
results are all being stored under the same folder.
This could lead to a situation where “abcde.dat” in
one location contains daylight factor values for each
node in a design space while a similarly named file in
a different location contains Illuminance values. Both
manual and automated procedures to sort files would
fail in such scenarios, since the respective files do not
have any information that could potentially help
differentiate one kind of simulation from another.
Based on simulation input parameters:
x

Time and Sky condition dependent:
Radiance rendered visualizations, Glare,
Illuminance values

x

Time dependent only: Radiation map (image
based), Radiation map (node based),
Climate based metrics

x

Neither time nor sky condition dependent :
Daylight factor
This classification is important because current file
naming conventions in DIVA do not take into
account the fact that multiple simulations for the
same design space, are run with just changes to the
parameters mentioned above. The current trend is to
name the different files by incrementing an index
attached to the end of name – “abcde_01.dat”,
“abcde_02.dat” etc. This method fails to document
important information about the parameter values
specified while running the respective daylight
analyses. This information is critical not just to
visualize simulation data for the particular analysis,

but also to compare similar analysis run for different
variants. In the absence of this information, there lies
the risk of comparing analyses run under different
input conditions.
Recommended methods of file naming
From the observations above, it has been deduced
that there are three important bits of information that
needs to be embedded into a file name, each of which
is critical for the development of an accurate
automated file-sorting tool.
Variant name:
This piece of information essentially distinguishes
one design variant from another. This is the most
critical part of the filename and is the only user
defined part. Variants could be either multiple design
alternatives or even different projects. User give
names would help the tool distinguish one variant
from another. This will help the user comprehend the
kind of data contained within the file and also
understand whether the comparison is between
different design alternatives or different design
projects.
Type of simulation:
This piece of information is used to differentiate
between the seven types of simulations currently
being run inside DIVA. Following are the keywords
suggested for each of the different simulation types:
1. Visualization (image): “img”
2. Daylight factor: “df”
3. Illuminance values: “ill”
4. Radiation map (image): “fc” or
”kwhm-2”
(Lagios,
Jakubiec,
Niemasz, and Reinhart, 2010)
5. Radiation map (nodes): “radmap”
6. Climate based metrics: This
analysis outputs five different files.
They will use the following
terminologies:
(a)“autonomy”
(b)“availability”
(c)“UDI_100”
(d)“UDI_100-2000”
(e)“UDI_2000”
7. Glare: “glr”
Simulation input:
This piece of information is used to store important
simulation input information. Following are the
different kinds of simulation information embedded
into the file names (Lagios, Jakubiec, Niemasz, and
Reinhart, 2010):
1) Sky type:
i) Sunny-CIE clear sky (+s):clsky”
ii) Clear without sun (-s): “clsky-s”
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2)

3)

4)

5)
6)

iii) Cloudy-CIE
overcast
sky
(-c):
“overcast”
iv) Uniform sky (-u): “uniform”
v) Perez sky (gendaylit): “perez”
Solar date and time: “MMDDYY”, where M
indicates month, D indicates date and Y
indicates year
Hourly range: “H1-H2”, where H1 indicates the
value for starting hour and H2 indicates the
value for ending hour in an hourly range
parameter (00-24)
Annual range: “M1D1-M2D2” where M1 and
M2 indicate the start and end month numbers
(01-12), and D1 and D2 indicate start and end
dates (01-31)
Minimum lux: “[min]lx” where min indicates the
minimum desired Illuminance threshold
Shading types:
i) Shading 1 in DAYSIM, No shading:
“noshade”
ii) Shading 0 in DAYSIM, Simple
shading: “simpleshade”
iii) Shading 2 in DAYSIM, Advanced
shading: “advshade”

Generic structure for file naming
The anatomy of the proposed file name consists of
four parts, with the fourth part being the file
extension and each of these parts is differentiated by
a “.” (Dot). The file sorting tool uses the dot as a
delimiter to breakdown the filename into its
individual parts and these parts are subsequently used
to filter and sort files. Hence, the generic structure of
the file-name assumes the form – “Variant name.
Simulation type. Simulation inputs_increment. File
extension”.
The increment introduced in the above structure is
used to avoid overwriting the existing simulation
results when multiple simulations are run with just
changes in the radiance parameters (ambient bounce
for instance).

Figure 2: File naming nomenclature

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
Based on the frameworks proposed above, a
Processing based interactive data sorting and
visualizing tool was built, whose development and
prototype testing is delineated in the subsequent
sections. “Processing” was the programming
language chosen because it allows programmers to
build
complex
interactions
without
much
programming overhead. Further, this was an open
source interface and allowed the flexibility to either
deploy applets for distribution on the web or even
create standalone software with relative ease.

The author has created a simple stand-alone
application with minimal interface as shown in
Figure 2. The software when run, triggers a
WindowsTM Folder open dialog box, which allows a
user to select the folder that he/she would like to
examine for daylight simulation data.
File sorting (Automated)
The software scans through all the files in the
selected folder and any other sub folders that might
reside within the parent folder. All the individual
files residing under these folders are sorted and
filtered to populate the different design variants.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the prototype.
Further, for each of these different design variants,
the software attempts to populate the different kinds
of daylight simulations run. The results are displayed
in the form of a matrix as shown in Fig 3. The
horizontal rows indicate the different variants
detected in the folder scanned and the vertical
columns indicate the count of the different simulation
results detected for each of the different analyses that
can be run inside DIVA.
File filtering (Based on user inputs)
The software now expects user inputs in the form of
selecting one or more variants and one of the
different types of analysis. This is done by activating
the appropriate checkboxes on the left and one of the
corresponding radio-boxes on the top. Following
these inputs, the software loads up all the relevant
files that are filtered with the choices made. These
filtered files are loaded into the different dropdown
lists located in the middle segment of the interface
(Fig 3).
File selection (Based on user inputs)
The software now expects user inputs in the form of
selecting one or more files that have been loaded in
the different dropdown lists. These dropdown lists
might have multiple files loaded for any single
variant under the different types of analyses. This is
due to the possibility of incremental simulations
being run, as mentioned under the section
“Recommended methods of file naming”.
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Visualizing data (Automated)
The final step in this process is the data visualization.
Each of the different types of analyses has their own
unique mode of representing data and their respective
user interactions. This step is automated and the
software displays these results in the third part of the
interface as shown in Fig 4.
The software, owing to its minimal interface and
simple but rich user interactions, allows a quick
switch back and forth between the different kinds of
analyses run. The approach is particularly powerful
when the software scans in a large number of variants
and the user is able to quickly visualize and compare
data from all the different variants simultaneously.

PROTOTYPE TESTING
The prototype for the interactive data visualization
system was tested using the ASCER project as a case
study (King et al. 2011). The goal of the ASCER
project was to design and build high performance
shading systems out of ceramics. Over thirty design
variants were tested that involved different shading
geometries. Performance criteria for the comparison
of these variants were annual daylight availability,
glare, view to the outside and annual energy use.

autonomy. Shown in Figure 4 is the final figure
produced by the ASCER project team using
Microsoft Excel. The ASCER team reported that
assembling their simulation data for Figure 5 and
other, comparable figures took them several days.
Using the prototype, an attempt was made to generate
the same information. No changes were made to the
simulation data sourced from the ASCER team
except for changing the file names to follow the
earlier mentioned convention. Figure 5 shows the
visualization generated by the prototype for daylight
autonomy results. This whole process of generating
the figure took less than 10 seconds. Apart from the
time gain, users of the tool have the additional
advantage of being able to interact with the data and
to load the different variants selectively in real time.
The user is also able to load multiple design projects
simultaneously for similar comparative purposes.

Figure 5: Comparative analysis of the design
variants for Figure 5 using the prototype.
The panel on the left sorts the entire data scanned and
displays the different variants loaded and the
subsequent simulations run. This feature provides
snapshots of the entire simulation data available for a
particular project. A tool such as this hence allows
users to directly compare results from past projects to
ongoing projects. Similar graphs as in Figure 6 were
automatically generated for the glare metric
demonstrating that the file naming structure
developed earlier supports the the development of
interactive data organizing and visualizing tool.

DISCUSSION

Figure 4: Comparative analysis of the design
variants from the ASCER project using Microsoft
Excel.
For the purposes of testing the prototype, the results
of the daylight simulation for glare and daylight
autonomy were sourced from the team who had
originally ran all the different simulations. The
resulting data set consisted of 363 different files
containing two metrics – glare and daylight

The preceding section demonstrated the benefit of
using standardized file naming conventions both for
archival purposes; and for conducting flexible data
comparison and harvesting during a project. The
strength of softwares such as the prototype lies in
their ability to cater to both architects and engineers.
Architects tend to be more concerned about
conveying their results in an easy to understand,
visual graphic format while engineers tend to put
more emphasis on quality control and ability to fully
comprehend their results. The ability of the software
to switch seamlessly from one mode to another could
even contribute to an enhanced communication
between the various members of a design team.
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Data filtering
The ability to access and apply knowledge from
previous projects into new projects clearly generates
value for clients. The reader may for example
consider a firm working on a new hospital design.
The ability to quickly filter through previous
hospitals that the firm worked on and extract
previously accomplished performance metrics would
provide valuable benchmark values for the new
project at hand. The importance of having access to
this information from the perspective of internal
quality checks should not be underestimated either.It
is very helpful to be able to crosscheck the current
simulation results with the ones from past projects to
ensure over reliance on technology is prevented. This
would ensure potential errors in modelling are not
overlooked, that might generate analyses which are
considerably off target.
Data visualization
The development of the data visualization tool and its
subsequent testing, as described in the preceding
sections., has opened up a range of possibilities for
incorporating many other visual encodings that
enhance the ability to navigate and co-relate the
different daylight analyses, some of which are
mentioned below:
x

It is extremely useful to integrate the three
dimensional visuals of daylight distribution
in design space. Connecting this piece of
information with the corresponding bar
chart in the tool would allow a better
understanding of the data.

x

Another important aspect would be the
integration of the visual encodings with the
geometric model used for the analysis itself.
The ability to navigate the model with the
analysis data superimposed, will facilitate
easy understanding of the data.

x

The different daylighting analyses generate
high dynamic range images that encompass
other valuable information, which is
currently not being read by the tool. This
could also be incorporated within the tool to
offer a more detailed analysis.

Data archival
It is important to archive the simulation data with its
current settings, after having filtered and visualized
it. This would prevent the user from making all the
necessary selections for the different settings in the
tool each time the software is run. This is particularly
useful when dealing with extremely large number of
variants. For instance, consider a scenario of loading
100 different variants for data comparison. The user
has filtered through the different variants and has
made all the selections for the respective analyses to
be compared. Once completed, the user should be
able to store all the current settings for future
analysis. These settings should not just be limited to

remembering the different choices made but also to
the list of variants that have been loaded. The tool
would allow the user to save these settings with a
custom name and once opened, it would
automatically load in all the relevant data along with
any other user choices made. The tool in its current
version does not facilitate this functionality.

Figure 6: Proposed workflow for data archival.
The user interaction with this encoding is limited to
displaying the variant names and the simulation
information upon hovering on the respective bar
graphs.

CONCLUSION
The development of a frameworks for file handling
and the subsequent development of the tool itself, has
successfully demonstrated the ability to automate
data organization and visualization of daylight
simulation data. This empowers both the academic
community and the professional practice involved
with daylight simulations, by facilitating them to tap
into hitherto unexploited potential of the large
amounts of simulation data available. Further, the
tool has opened up avenues for incorporating more
functionality in terms of better data archival,
visualization and user interaction that could aid a
more intelligent analysis. The framework and the
subsequent workflows developed would be subjected
to more intense use within the design community in
the near future and that would help pave the way for
the development of a fully integrated data analysis,
visualization and archival tool for daylight simulation
studies.
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